Jackson: Character should be a weapon

By KATIE MURPHY

News Writer

Jesse Jackson urged students to use their character as the weapon in the "revolutionary" movement for cultural diversity in his talk on campus Tuesday evening during a break in class.

"Get us beyond culture, religion or color. Character has a way of making us strong and humble at the same time," said Jackson.

"The healing" of the human soul and the nation can start with cultural diversity, said Jackson.

"To love someone because of their intrinsic worth and not hate them because of their race or religion, that is the revolution. Indifference is the ultimate sin against humanity," he said.

Racism and "politicalization," the opposites of cultural diversity, promote division in society, said Jackson.

"How do we achieve and worship ultimately lead to ethnic cleansing. We will either choose coercive or voluntary assimilation," said Jackson. "Enough of the keeping secrets, I am my brother's brother and my sister's sister."

Jackson used sports as an example of his theme. Winning is impossible, he said, if a team is fragmented by color, race, sex, or class.

"At its best, a game is a given Saturday afternoon. The character has a way of making us see the opposites of cultural diversity and the threat as a part of the national movement for cultural diversity," he said.

"We cannot change attitudes overnight, but we can change beliefs. You face the wretches, with overcoming personal fears and meanness and that's the victory," he said.

Jackson led the audience in chanting "keep hope alive."

"Keep hope alive," said Jackson, "with the young Americans.

"Let's affirm each other's existence and let's choose to heal and rebuild," he concluded.

Beauvach ends U.W. term

By ROY ADAMS

News Writer

Father William Beauvach, executive vice president of the University, is finishing his two-year term as Chairman of the Board of Directors of the United Way (UW) of Saint Joseph County.

"It has been a great experience. I have had the opportunity to meet so many great people in the community, people who are committed to serving this community," said Beauvach. "I've also been able to have an impact on the county itself."

"He has taken us on a long way. Father Bill is such a strong leader. He looks at the big picture and because he is such a broad thinking person, really helped us to look at the full community," said Kris Olson, vice president for marketing for the UW. "He has positioned the University to continue to be a success in future efforts to help people and we are extremely grateful for his help."

Beauvach's previous experience with the UW includes vice chairman of the board the year before he became president and volunteer chairman for the fundraising campaign in 1988. He will continue to serve as a member of the board of directors of the UW. "The UW is an existing list of topics which students and faculty can sign onto and participate in, or create their own, she explained.

The third seminar is on campus Tuesday evening during a break in class and will focus on different services currently available to students. The seminars will be held in each of the University's computing platforms (rooms SUN-102, Macintosh 117, NExT-118, NInfo116, and DOS/Windows-120). DeBartolo Hall may be used as a computing lab if those platforms are already in use.

The first seminar, from 2:30 to 3 p.m., will be on E-mail and its uses and capabilities. The seminars will introduce and explain the concept of a network, as well as show what its capabilities are. E-mail is an important part of the computing services at the Office of University Computing.
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There should be limits to "free speech"

Over 200 years ago an amendment to the Constitution was ratified that prohibited congress from making a law that would prohibit free speech. This prohibition has come up against a few walls in its existence, including the Sedition act of 1798 that prohibited malicious writing against the government and the Espionage act of 1917 prohibiting anything that would cause disloyalty. Both of these acts would have extremely hampered the constitutionally given right of free speech, if they remained in effect. We don't know what the United States would be like without free speech. Certainly, the forces that govern would be quite different and life in general would not be as we now know it. We are most definitely better off with the first amendment.

But there is another light with which to view the press and its first amendment given rights——— the light that shines on those individuals that the never satisfied press chooses to dig into.

Sure, I read People magazine and join a rather large group when I say that I, too, am interested in the latest bit of Hollywood gossip. It actually really funny and I guess a break from the heavy news issues that bombard us in each morning's headlines.

But about those rather innocent victims that the press bites its teeth into to get its fill of tear jerk stories for the day. Are they what the framers meant all those years ago? Is it the freedom of the press to do to your life what it wants.
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TODAY AT A GLANCE

REagan celebrates 82nd birthday

NIKE DAME---The Liberace Foundation of Las Vegas, Nev., has given Notre Dame a $10,000 grant to assist student in the performing and creative arts. ND is one of 52 schools and universities awarded scholarship grants from the foundation for the current academic year. This is the third consecutive year ND has received funds from the foundation. The pianist and showman Liberace, who died of AIDS-related illnesses in 1987, created the foundation in 1976 to provide scholarships for the arts. Most grants average from $7,500 to $10,000. "This is the largest series of grants and the most money awarded in the 16-year history of the foundation," said Barbara Shaw, administrator of the Liberace Foundation and its key funding arm, the Liberace Museum, one of the three largest tourist attractions in Las Vegas.

OF INTEREST

A demonstration of services available through the University's campus-wide network including electronic mail, campus and worldwide information, news and discussion groups will be held in DeBartolo Hall today. 2:30 to 3 p.m. "E-Mail, and "Info Access" from 3:35 to 4 p.m. will be In Room C-102, MedCottage-117, NeXT-118, NDinfo-116, and DOS/WINDOW-120.

A Relationship Seminar, "Starting off on the Right Foot: Beginning Healthy Relationships," by Kimberly Hinkle and Jamie Davison of the ND Counseling center, will be held tomorrow at 7 p.m. in room 300 University Counseling Center, Health Services Building.

MARKET UPDATE

YESTERDAY'S TRADING February 5

VOLUME IN SHARES 292,362,540

NYSE INDEX +0.17 to 243.98

S&P COMPOSITE +0.03 to 442.50

DOW JONES INDUSTRIALS 24,080

GOLD +0.20 to $330.30 oz.

SILVER +0.015 to $5.675 oz.

ON THIS DAY IN HISTORY

In 1587: Mary, Queen of Scots, was beheaded after she was implicated in a plot to kill Queen Elizabeth I.

In 1837: For the only time in history, the Senate selected the vice president of the United States, choosing Richard Mentor Johnson.

In 1910: The Boy Scouts of America was incorporated.

In 1968: Three college students were killed in a confrontation in Orangeburg, S.C., during a civil rights protest against a whites-only bowling alley.

In 1980: President Carter unveiled a plan to re-introduce draft registration, a plan that included women.

FORCAST

Cloudy today with a high in the mid 30s. Mostly cloudy and mild Tuesday with a high in the upper 40s.

TEMPERATURES

City H L

Appleton -2 7

Bios 70 40

Cape 80 50

Chicago 30 20

Cincinnati 29 18

Detroit 24 17

Huntsville 36 28

Jacksonville 45 10

Los Angeles 70 7

Miami 94 36

Monterey 78 13

Miami 59 18

New York 34 16

Philadelphia 38 19

Pittsburgh 37 15

South Bend 33 19

Syracuse 35 18

Tampa 76 25

Washington, D.C. 26 18
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 Gore: Cuts to be announced

WASHINGTON (AP) — Vice President Gore said Sunday the administration would announce spending cuts this week to prove President Clinton is serious about eliminating government waste before asking Americans to pay higher taxes.

The Cabinet-level National Economic Council met with the president at the White House for a detailed review of the federal budget and the president's economic program.

Before that, in a television talk show appearance, Gore predicted, "You're going to see announcements this coming week that will demonstrate quite clearly that the experience Bill Clinton has in balanced budgets is being brought to bear in weeding out the unnecessary wasteful kind of spending that's just been allowed to go on for too long."

"Then we're going to ask those who benefited the most from the last 12 years, unfairly, to pay their fair share," Gore said in an interview on ABC- TV's "This Week with David Brinkley."

Gore did not specify the cuts but he said they would make it "unmistakably clear that we have been wrestling with the guts of these very difficult decisions."

A senior White House official, speaking on condition of anonymity, said the first of the announcements, probably on Tuesday, would focus on cutting the White House staff.

Labor Secretary Robert Reich, appearing on CBS-TV's "Face the Nation," said Clinton is going through the budget himself "in excruciating detail" and would not approve cuts that will hurt the poor or middle class.

"The president is asking detailed questions. Who's this going to hurt if we cut it? Who's going to gain? Is this something we need? And he takes his pen and he crosses it out. This is a budget-cutting president. ... But he's doing it very carefully," Reich said.

Meanwhile, Republicans suggested Clinton could most effectively reduce spending by scrapping his economic stimulus program, which they said is no longer needed.

Olsen named ND's first Arthur Anderson Professor

Special to The Observer

John Christian Olsen has been named Notre Dame's first Arthur Andersen Professor of accounting and information systems, according to University President Timothy O'Meara.

Olsen is a past recipient of the Texas Society of CPAs' Excellence Award. He has authored numerous articles in professional publications such as the Journal of Accounting Research and the Accounting Review.

The Arthur Andersen Alumni Chair was established by gifts from ND alumni and friends associated with the accounting firm Arthur Andersen & Co. "We are indeed grateful to our many friends and alumni at Arthur Andersen for making this chair a reality," said Thomas Frecka, chairman of the accounting department.

"The Arthur Andersen chair, according to Marren, is "a tangible expression of that appreciation and acknowledgement of the important role played by outstanding accounting educators such as Chris Olsen."
Innis

continued from page 1 for him to run against a fellow black man.

"People say I can't run against a brother ... but white guys run against white guys all the time," Innis said. "That way of thinking is not diversity—not political diversity."

Innis called this counter-revolution a "reason of intellectual terror," a reign in which it is politically incorrect to challenge common black thought. Such questioning, however relevant, is considered "treason if you are black, and racism if you are white," according to Innis.

"Every revolution that becomes tyrannical—whether physically or intellectually—is doomed for failure," he added.

The signs of this failure have begun to manifest themselves in the violence in the streets and turmoil in many inner-city African American communities, according to Innis. Such serious problems cannot be blamed on poor relations between blacks and whites, he said, but rather the burden falls upon the single, narrow, "intellectually stagnated" ideological spectrum of thought within the urban centers.

"If all the white folks go to the moon, we'd have problems in black America the next day," Innis said.

Attention must now focus internally among the African American communities themselves, he said. "The real problem is not the Ku Klux Klan," argued Innis. "More of our people were killed in one year by blacks than when the KKK rode high."

"The black/white thing is no more the blame being a problem compared to the black/black thing," he added.

The first step in solving problems in black America, according to Innis, is to promote educational, political and intellectual diversity. He cited the diversity in the choice of speakers for the conference Friday as a positive example—Innis as a conservative voice speaking in the morning followed by Jesse Jackson's more liberal voice in the evening.

"I do not believe there is one Chicano, one Puerto Rican, one Asian American spokesman," Innis said. "And certainly there is not one black spokesman."

Innis grew up in New York City and studied at the City College of New York. He joined CORE's Harlem chapter in 1963, and was elected to his post as national chairman in 1968.

As chairman of the chapter's education committee, Innis became a forceful advocate of black community controlled education and black empowerment. In 1967, he and nine other black men formed the Harlem CommonWealth Council, an investment corporation formed to create independence and stability in Harlem.

Innis delivered his address to the more than two hundred students from about 20 Catholic colleges and universities attending the conference, as well as by members of the Notre Dame and Saint Mary's community.

The lecture was sponsored by Student Government, the Student Union Board, Saint Mary's College and the Lilly Foundation.

Innis continued from page 1
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allows them to communicate with each other. NIDinfo is part of a larger network which in turn is itself part of an even larger network. It is eventually part of the Internet, he said.

In room 116, current NIDinfo users will talk about how and why they use it and what its advantages are, said Moreland. Student input will also be accepted into what changes and/or new services could be offered by university computing in the future, she said.

Although students can currently only access the network through university platforms, that may soon change, said Moreland.

The University is currently involved in wiring up and connecting the whole university into the network, she said. Academic buildings have first priority and as soon as those are finished, faculty and then students will be completely wired in.

Wiring the dorms will allow students to access the network using their own computers from their own dorm rooms, further interconnecting the University and allowing computing to reach more people.

Although off-campus students can access the network via modems, the current demands on the University lines prohibit them from doing so on a regular basis. But as more and more computers on-campus are wired in, the demands on modems will lessen, and off-campus students will be able to access the network more easily and reliably, said Moreland.

The OUC is planning to offer these seminars twice a year to faculty and students to acquaint them with services already available and new ones being developed and put on line. As students and faculty use the network more, they can get an idea of what is needed and into what areas they need to expand into, Moreland explained.

The OUC is planning to offer these seminars twice a year to faculty and students to acquaint them with services already available and new ones being developed and put on line. As students and faculty use the network more, they can get an idea of what is needed and into what areas they need to expand into, Moreland explained.
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Brown admits to not paying social security tax for his housekeeper

WASHINGTON (AP) — Commerce Secretary Ron Brown acknowledged Sunday that he failed to pay social security taxes for a domestic worker over a number of years, saying he was not aware the payments were required until last month.

Brown's revelation came as the Clinton administration grappled with ethical questions raised by the withdrawal of two candidates for attorney general over their hiring of domestic help.

In an appearance on NBC's "Meet the Press," Brown said he had broken no laws because he had not filed Social Security taxes for a women employee who cleaned his house "on an irregular basis over the past four of five years." He said he had assumed the worker had not been required to pay taxes for domestic employees.

Brown said he checked further over the hiring of domestic help.

Aspin refused to describe the situation, saying it was not ready to commit ground forces in the war-torn region.

But NATO Secretary-General Manfred Woerner said at the Munich meeting the alliance has in their possession all the evidence by giving the Serbs control over conquered territory.

"The Serbian requests are illogical, they're unreasonable," he said. "The Serbs wish to have in their possession all the territory of Bosnia-Herzegovina raised by the withdrawal of two workers to the office of attorney general, Judge Kimba Wood, withdraw from consideration after it was learned that her babysitter had been an illegal alien. In Brown's case, however, the hiring of the worker was not in violation of immigration laws and she paid taxes. It could not immediately be learned how much in back taxes and penalties were paid by Brown, or exactly how many years the payments covered.

WASHINGTON (AP) — Federal Judge Kimba Wood denied Sunday a request by the administration to withdraw her name from consideration to be attorney general after it was revealed that she had illegally employed aliens in her household as a nanny and driver.

Administration officials said Clinton had asked the judge on the attorney general choice Sunday. One aide said the selection could be announced "in a day or two." But Woods' letter, released by the White House and the judge, was drafted in response to a Times report Sunday that quoted friends of the jurist as saying she had fully supplied the Clinton administration with details of the hiring.

"We were as paid as soon as I found out there was, in fact, an Social Security tax obligation to pay those taxes," said Brown in answer to a question of whether he had been told before about the requirement.
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Wood denied misleading White House
Ashie was alert in his final hours

NEW YORK (AP) — Arthur Ashie was alert and full of questions in his final hours, and he reassured his doctor by making the OK hand sign shortly before his death from AIDS-related pneumonia, the physicians said yesterday.

Dr. Henry W. Murray and two other doctors, a longtime friend of Ashie's, held an emotional news conference at New York Hospital where the tennis legend died Saturday at age 49.

"He used to say, 'Don't feel sorry for me,'" said DeLell, "He clearly felt he was not a victim."

Black farmers get less government help

WASHINGTON (AP) — Struggling black farmers receive an average of $21,000 less than white farmers from a government Home Administration loan program that is intended to help save family farms according to an Associated Press analysis of agency records.

The federal agency is a last resort for many farmers who can't get loans elsewhere to buy land, livestock and seeds and tractors they need to expand or survive.

The AP's analysis of lending records from 1980 to 1992 also found that while the number of loans to white farmers dropped by 66 percent over that period, the number of loans to black farm borrowers tumbled by 82 percent.

Luther Marable Jr., a black farmer near the southwest Georgia town of Boston, said the agency's refusal to lend him money left him literally unable to feed his livestock. More than 80 head of cattle and 3,000 hogs starved to death.

The AP's analysis found that black farmers, on average, receive 51 cents for every dollar loaned to white farm borrowers during the 12 years that President Reagan and Bush set the agency's course.

And recognition of contributions by minorities frequently occurs, Smith said.

Notre Dame entered stage two. Committee entered the stage two.

The AP's analysis found that black farmers, on average, received 51 cents for every dollar loaned to white farm borrowers during the 12 years that President Reagan and Bush set the agency's course.

The Last of the "Aero Thugs"

C&B Optical One.
Are deportees Islamic terrorists?

JERUSALEM (AP) — In the snowy hills of Lebanon, the men deported by Israel say their prayers, cook simple meals and plead for justice to television cameras that carry their images around the world.

In Israel, officials exorcise the men as Islamic terrorists who are financed by Iran and have links with shadowy Muslim groups in America.

The public relations battle has raged since the Palestinians were expelled Dec. 17, but the basic questions remain: Who are the 399 men now in Israel? How did they get there? Why are they in Lebanon? The men say they are the 399 members of six Israeli soldiers in December that inspired the mass deportations.

Second, most of them undoubtedly support extremist Muslim groups that want to replace the Jewish state with an Islamic one and issue leaflets that advocate killing as a means to that end.

"We certainly do not claim that they are Boy Scouts," said Andrew Whitey, director of the human rights group Middle East Watch, outlining a study it conducted of deportees.

Human rights advocates say Israel violated international law by deporting people from occupied territory and could have tried them instead.

Whitey added that he is not convinced all the deported men were ringleaders or inciters of the radical factions Islamic Jihad and Hamas, as Israel asserted.

Most are thought to be "the easier ones to deport," since they openly sympathized with radical factions, he said.

His organization's report noted that about half were prayer leaders, religious scholars or Islamic judges. They also include 15 professors, 14 physicians and 16 employees of the U.N. agency that aids Palestinian refugees.

Baghdad trip will show if Iraqi strategy is honest

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) — Relatives of two British prisoners in Iraq are heading to Baghdad to pressure for their release. How they are treated could show whether a new Iraqi strategy of comparing military encounters with the West is genuine.

With a new man in the White House and fractures showing in the Persian Gulf War coalition, Baghdad apparently believes the time has come to change tack.

But what has been referred to as Saddam Hussein's "charm offensive" still aims, ultimately, to get Iraq's oil exports moving again and to rejoin discussion on a range of Persian Gulf War issues.

To achieve those goals requires ending the U.N. sanctions that are crippling Iraq's economy and splitting the U.S.-led coalition against Baghdad.

Its attitude toward the British visit will be watched as a sign of a more compliant approach than its usual defiance of Western demands.

Relatives of Paul Ride, who is serving a seven-year term, and Michael Weiznert, who has been held for a year, said they are optimistic.

Solidarity for rape victims in Yugoslavia ends in disarray

ZAGREB, Croatia (AP) — A conference called to show international solidarity for rape victims in Bosnia's war ended in disarray Sunday when some Muslim and Croat women objected to a resolution they said was too soft on Serbs.

More than 500 women, including some leading Europe's leading female politicians, turned out for a meeting to denounce the mass rapes reported in Bosnia and work on strategies for halting such crimes.

But their solidarity collapsed over a resolution that, while blaming Serb fighters for most of the atrocities, said men on all sides had raped women during the war.

"We refuse this resolution because it mentions only Bosnian Serbs, Herzegovina, and not Croatia, and because it equates the aggressor and the victim, saying that all parties raped," said Slavica Bilic of Wall of Love, a Croat group founded in 1991.

Dafinka Vucerina, a lawyer from Slavonice, Croatia's capital, said: "Being raped in a park in Brussels and being raped today in a detention camp in Bosnia..."

PW Carnation Sale

$1.00 / flower

Sold at NDH and SDH
Monday Feb. 8 - lunch and dinner
Tues. Feb 9 - lunch

Delivered on Valentine's Day

Proceeds go to Greenlakes a Logan Center Summer Camp

To William
Happy 22nd

Keep working on it

Love from all in Florida

INDIANA AUTO INSURANCE
Our good rates may save you money
Visit our new
Good Student Discount
Call for a quote
7 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Ofer text to Campus

$3.50 ALL SHOWS BEFORE 6 PM

GOOD TIMES $12.50-

THURSDAY 2/19, 8:30 P.M

TOM SKINNER 317-289-1993

317-289-1993
I wish I could tell you something about minorities on campus that would show you how much things have changed in the past 25 years, but I have had conversations with African-American undergraduates and with members of the Black Alumni group, and I've been hanging with members of the Black American undergraduates and other students used to hanging out with the group was no particular individuals, hanging out with the group was no longer comfortable. But she seemed to hang around mostly with her Saint Mary's friends from freshman year.

Our senior year was the first year Saint Mary's students were allowed to live off campus, and the house on St. Louis Street, where the first group was living became the hangout, the day everyone was coming back to town. As each new person arrived, there were the squeals and the hugs and the laughing stories of summers spent giving tennis lessons or lifeguarding at the club or whatever.

When she came in, there were squeals and hugs and everyone asked "How was your summer?"

So she told her story: About three weeks into the vacation, she got a call to go teach on one of those godforsaken sand dunes off the coast of Georgia where the kids are poor and facing a life about as hopeless as it's possible to imagine. She didn't know how to swim in.

And, when she finished telling her story, everyone squealed and laughed and someone said that, anyway, even though the job was all weird and everything, at least she had managed to get a pretty good tan out there on that island, and they all laughed again. Then this guy from ND came in and told everyone about his crazy summer job working for his dad's auto dealership.

Pete Peterson, ND '71, is a business writer with the Press Republican, a daily newspaper in Plattsburgh, New York.
Showcase at the Snite
Six famous artists’ prints now on display

By GERALDINE HAMILTON
Assistant Accent Editor

A stroll across campus leads to a world of foreign landscapes, diversified faces and magical images. A walk to the Snite Museum of Art to see the works of six great printmakers from the 16th to the 19th century will be met with a knowledge of history, a sense of beauty and a feeling of enjoyment.

Showcased now at the Snite are the prints of Albrecht Durer, Jacques Callot, Rembrandt Harmens van Rijn, William Blake, Honore Daumier and James McNeill Whistler. These men are some of the greatest printmakers of all time and 75 percent of the prints now on display have never been shown before, said Stephen Spiro, Chief Curator of the Snite Museum.

Albrecht Durer was a 16th century painter, graphic artist and printmaker in Northern Europe. He elevated the art of printmaking to a new level of importance by revolutionizing the approach, the size and the technique of the prints he created.

During his travels through Italy in the late 15th and early 16th centuries Durer became interested in the ideals of classical antiquity as seen through the eyes of the Italian Renaissance artists. He brought some of these ideas back north with him and dedicated himself to establishing them there.

In the small engraving, "The Betrayal of Christ by Judas," and his two woodcuts on display at the Snite, Durer’s attention to detail can be seen. The prints of Durer have minute and detailed technique made it difficult to duplicate prints and many of his prints became "originals," said Spiro. The artist also experimented with different textures of paper. "The Triumph of Mordred" and the three small prints on velvet, now shown at the Snite, show the power and the unique manner of Rembrandt’s etching style.

Rembrandt’s final style became one of a radical technique using looser and sketchier lines with less interest in depicting realistic details. This technique made it difficult to duplicate prints and many of his prints became "originals," said Spiro. The artist also experimented with different textures of paper. "The Triumph of Mordred" and the three small prints on velvet, now shown at the Snite, show the power and the unique manner of Rembrandt’s etching style.

At the time of his death Blake was working on a set of illustrations for Dante’s "Divine Comedy." The Snite has a collection of these prints on display, including the only images that were translated into engravings. "The Lord’s Fighting" is, in fact, noticeably incomplete. The intense and expressive designs can be said to be commentary on the text.

Blake’s literature and his poetry work very well together. "Nobody could illustrate his ideas - what was going on in his head - as well as he could," said Spiro.

Honore Daumier was a French lithographer and painter who caricatured the politics and social manners of mid-19th century France.

The spirit may carry on further, but the show itself will not. According to Wong, "The Educated Educator" will only be one hour in length.

Music, drama, and lectures salute King

By PAUL PEARSON
Accent Writer

The Voices of Faith Gospel Ensemble, a civil rights movement, Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., Lou Holtz... Lou Holtz?

These things and more will converge tonight when Notre Dame’s Campus Ministry presents "The Educated Educator: Celebrating Dr. Martin Luther King Jr." at 7:30 p.m. in the DeBartolo Hall auditorium.

This will be an evening of celebrating the idea of "people centered," according to Priscilla Wong of Campus Ministry. "A lot of people don’t pay attention to things he did to develop and educate himself."

Coló’s lecture will be followed by a 20-minute presentation by Lamar Guillory, a Stanford Hall senior, and Karsonya Wise, a graduate student in the international peace studies program. They will present "a brief history of the development of the civil rights movement through the 1960s," according to Wong.

The two students will conduct a dramatic presentation on the movement and will present some filmed footage from the 1960s. "They will tell the story as if it was being told by two people" from the era, Wong said.

The evening will be capped with a motivational speech from Holtz. According to Wong, connecting Holtz to education is not a great stretch. "As a successful coach, he has to prepare himself well. He has a calling to uplift other people."

Besides that, ND’s head football coach is known to be "very caring about other people," Wong said.

Holtz will be giving a motivational speech on attitude and education, according to Wong. "We were looking for people known to their peers in their institutions as motivating individuals."

The aim of the entire evening, Wong said, is to motivate people into using education to advance themselves. "We want to call together people from all kinds of struggle."

The natural question to ask is why this presentation is being held now instead of Jan. 18, King’s birthday. Wong said that the main reason for this was the fact that Jan. 18 was so close to Christmas break that the event would not have been publicized or organized properly. "It made our planning rougher. We needed more time (after the break) to do it well."

The other reason for this is to convey the idea that the motivation and inspiration of King would last longer than his birthday. "We were hoping that this spirit will carry on all the time," Wong said.

The spirit may carry on forever, but the show itself will not. According to Wong, "The Educated Educator" will only be one hour in length.
By JONATHAN JENSEN
Sports Writer

Notre Dame senior Will Forsyth, currently the 19th- ranked forward on the Irish team, was player in the nation, advanced to the game of the second round of the prestigious Rolex National Indoor Championship in Minneapolis this weekend before falling to 6th-ranked Mark Sel of Georgia 6-7, 4-6, 4- Forsyth faced Pepperdine's Howard Joffe in the opening round, pulling off an impressive victory (7-4, 6-7, 6-4) in the process.

"I was a little encouraged by the way I played the week-end before," Forsyth said.

"Especially considering the way I played last week.

In the Irish's dual meet against 8th-ranked North Carolina last weekend, Forsyth lost a 6-3, 6-1 decision to 11th-ranked Holand Thorquint and was determined to bounce back in Minneapolis.

"This was definitely the best win this year," Forsyth said.

"I regaled some confidence.

"My match was evenly match. Forsyth was even down match point in the 9th game and was concerned about getting a win.

"I owed that to just getting it out.

However, turnaround was successful as Forsyth went on to defeat Thorquint 6-2, 6-0.

Hockey
continued from page 16
The Irish returned to the Joyce Fieldhouse Saturday afternoon for the second game of the season with the St. Cloud State University Huskies. The Huskies, however, were not the team that defeated the Irish the previous weekend. The Huskies had defeated the Irish 9-3 the weekend before. In a closely fought contest, the Irish fell 5-4.

The Bulldogs played the first two goals of the game at 2:24 and 5:30 of the first period and managed to keep their Irish off the board until 6:07 when the all-freshman line of Morshard, Ling, and Jay Maish cut the lead to 1-1. The game continued in a direction of 0-5. On the goal, Matushak observed Morshard open before Tex McFadden and caught him with a pass that sent him into the open. Morshard moved to the right and beat, with a backhand to the goal. McFadden also assisted on the goal.

The Irish tied the game at 3:56 and 5:09 of the second period with three minutes and sixteen seconds later while on a 4-3 advantage. Alternate captain Dave Rankin took charge of the Irish defense and assisted with a goal with Morshard assisting.

Forsyth, also a member of the Irish's regular line, scored from the goal with five minutes left in the period after he gave up his third goal on seven shots. He was replaced by Greg Lau, who showed five saves of the nineteen shots he faced.

For the remainder of the period, the Irish maintained their lead. Their victory in overtime was sealed at 4:24 when they out on the attack. He kept the puck behind the back of the net, swung around the left pole and swept it in front of Lin just inside the far right post. The Irish lost their lead fifteen seconds later when the Bulldogs scored while skating with a delayed penalty. The period ended with the score tied at three.

Worse than the loss of their lead, however, was the loss the Irish faced with three minutes and forty-nine seconds left in the game. Jamie Morris, Notre Dame's leading goal scorer, was injured and had to leave the game. The game was called at the left of the line. Morris, who scored the first goal of the Ferris State game and the lone goal against the Spartans, will be out for the remainder of the season.

Although the Irish out-shot the Bulldogs in the third period, they were unable to come out with a victory. Ferris State managed to score with 3:31 remaining in the game at 2-4-4. The final shot count was 36-26 to Notre Dame's advantage.

"This really is a heart-breaker," said Schaefer.

"We're really tired of losing, and that just hurts. I'd like to win it all."

"They caught a couple breaks," Bunkoske said.

"I luck it all in I thought we played pretty well."

"We just came up a little short," said Olesi. "I don't know why, we always come up on the short end."

"I commend our effort," said Schaefer, "and I lament their loss. It hurts."

The defeat places the Irish in tenth place in the CCHA, still leading last place Ohio State by two points while now trailing eighth place Kent State and ninth place Illinois-Chicago by five and four points respectively.

Kent defeated OSU 4-1 Saturday night and UC 4-3 in Western Michigan. Kent moved up to the third place in the CCHA with both teams two points apiece for the weekend.

The Irish will need to leapfrog both Kent and UC this weekend if they wish to avoid the dominant three-some of Miami and Ohio State. The University of Michigan in the first round of the CCHA playoffs. The three teams were ranked one through six, and sixth was the nation prior to this weekend's results.

For more information on the Irish, please visit the Irish Weekly, a weekly newspaper committed to the Irish, located in the John G.此后ow.

For information on how to become a student at Notre Dame, please visit the Notre Dame Athletic Department website at ndathletics.com.
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Stagnant offensive to blame for lopsided loss

By MIKE SCRUDATO
Sports Editor

In Saturday’s National Hockey League All-Star Game, the Wales Conference scored six goals in the game’s first seven minutes. But in the supposed high-scoring realm of college basketball, it took the Notre Dame men’s team almost 10 minutes to do the same against Duke Saturday.

Against the then-seventh ranked Blue Devils, the Irish were again victims of an inability to convert offensively, suffering scoring droughts of 6:46 and 4:14 in the first half, and 3:40 and 4:10 in the second half.

This problem is the result of Notre Dame’s tendency to turn the ball over, and the team’s lack of motion on offense. The Irish had 17 turnovers in the first half, and 24 for the game.

“The bulk of our turnover problem was that our players were excited about playing against a top team like Duke and on national TV,” John MacLeod said. “As a result, they rushed things and tried to do something more than they were capable.”

As senior Monty Williams put it, “Turnovers killed us.”

The turnovers are in part caused by the stagnant Irish offense. On many occasions, no one seems to take charge offensively. The lack of leadership and confidence on the floor leads to bad shots and turnovers.

“When we get in droughts, we tend to sit on offense, and we give up the ball,” sophomore Malik Russell explained. “You can’t win games without putting the ball up.”

Despite the offensive miscues, MacLeod found some face in his team’s performance.

“The positive aspect is … we turned the ball over 17 times in the first half and yet were only down four at one point in the second,” he said. “To keep your composure and withstand mistakes like that is very encouraging.”

“Notre Dame neutralized what we wanted to do,” Duke forward Thomas Hill added.

“They played good defense with very sound principles,” Duke Coach Mike Krzyzewski commented. “They were able to play at their tempo and it frustrated us.”

Duke, however, changed its offensive philosophy, finding success in the second half. “We adjusted to the tempo rather than trying to force ours,” Krzyzewski said.

Hoops continued from page 16

“Finally, we adjusted to the tempo rather than trying to impose our tempo on them, and that is what happened in the second half.”

The opening minutes of the first half gave some Irish fans hope as Jon Ross answered Thomas Hill’s two opening shots with a slam dunk and a lay in off a Monty Williams’ pass, but the Irish were stricken with the first of three scoring droughts and Duke quickly jumped ahead on a balanced scoring effort from Thomas Hill, Cherokee Parks and Hurley.

The Irish shot 50 percent in the first half, but took only 22 shots. The lack of offense due partially to Hurley’s defense on Irish guard Ryan Hoover, the team’s second leading scorer, who was scoreless.

“I knew he was a great three point shooter and that is what I tried to take away from his game today. We had a lot of respect for his ability to shoot it. I just tried to get a hand in his face and make him work for anything he got,” said Hurley.

Turnovers were a factor in the game, with the Irish (24) giving up the ball more than the Blue Devils (19), but it was poor shooting that doomed Notre Dame.

Duke had three players in double figures including Thomas Hill (17 pts), Grant Hill (16 pts) and Hurley (14 pts) while Monty Williams (16 pts) was the only Irish player to cross the 10-point mark.

Senior Monty Williams again played strong, scoring 16 points and grabbing seven rebounds.
Senior swimmers go out with style in final home meet
Loss to Michigan overshadows success

By HALEY SCOTT
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame women's swim team achieved a split this weekend, falling to Michigan in Ann Arbor Friday night 156-131, but returning to South Bend on Saturday and topping the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee 149-69.

"Friday night we were as tired as we have ever been," Head Coach Tim Welsh said. "Michigan is by far the better team, but we could have raced faster."

The Wolverines are in the nation's top ten but an opponent which Welsh feels is necessary to face even if it equals a lopsided loss.

"It is important to have Michigan on our schedule. They have a great athletic program, along with academic demands similar to ours. Their program is what we want ours to be," Welsh said.

Despite the physical exhaustion of the team, there was some good swims. Senior co-captain Tanya Williams won both the 100-yard and 200-yard backstroke events, and took second place in the 200-yard individual medley. The only other individual winner of the meet was freshman Jessica Peterson in the 200-yard breaststroke.

Joy Michnowicz also won two events, the 1000-yard and the 500-yard freestyle. "We were definitely the faster team. But everyone did an excellent job keeping focused, and everyone did an excellent job athletically," Welsh said.

"We tried to balance people in different events, while letting the seniors swim at least one of their power events. It was a nice send off for the seniors."

But according to Welsh, and head diving coach Adam Hirchfield, the diving events "stole the show this weekend."

"Our performance versus the power of Michigan's divers was good. And on Saturday our divers gave a super star performance."

Junior Angela Gugle, sophomore Diane Walton, and freshman Liane Gallagher all qualified for the Zone championship in March. Gallagher also set a school record on the 1-meter board.

"It was exciting to have everyone dive so well," said Walton.

The Irish returned to Rolfs Aquatic Center on Saturday to swim Wisconsin-Milwaukee in the last home dual meet of the season. With tradition being a huge part of Notre Dame, the meet started out with a few swim team traditions. Poems were read to each of the graduating seniors about their career at Notre Dame. They, along with the team's senior manager, Christy Cook, were also presented with gifts of appreciation from the other members of the team.

The seniors and the rest of the team went on to kill Wisconsin-Milwaukee, winning every individual event except one. Senior Kay Broderick left her last home meet a double winner, placing first in the 200-yard individual medley and the 200-yard backstroke. Freshman Rian Akey at X3596
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McWilliams gives sterling performance

BY SEAN SULLIVAN
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame men’s track team competed this past Friday in the Meyo Invitational. The Fighting Irish displayed an array of outstanding performances. The most dramatic performance of the day was by All-American Mike McWilliams in the Meyo Mile. McWilliams is a three time All-American in cross country and is among the nation’s elite distance runners. If critics could find one fault with McWilliams’ ability, it would be that he doesn’t have the speed to run the mile. His personal record was 4:11.

Well, this past weekend McWilliams put the critics to rest. The junior from Grove City, PA was up against three professionally sponsored athletes in Jon Warren, Nike, Mike O’Connor; New York Athletic Club and Benny McIntosh. Asics. When the starting gun fired, McWilliams locked in at 5th place and held on.

The first 400 meters McWilliams ran in 57 seconds and he still looked strong. After 1000 meters into the mile McWilliams was at 2:30. Last weekend competing in the 1500 meter event, McWilliams ran 2:32. Clearly something was happening. What began as a rushed, fast paced start, turned into a vaUiant display of fortitude by the All-American before the hometown crowd.

The Notre Dame men’s track team will continue its indoor season this Friday in University Center.

Women finish strong despite tough challenge

BY MIKE NORBUT
Sports Writer

Individuals from universities across the United States and Canada competed this past Saturday as the Fighting Irish hosted the Meyo Invitational at the Lotus Sports Center. When the array of action finally slowed, the Notre Dame women’s track team found themselves fighting off some tough competition to finish with a strong performance.

The Irish were led by Karen Harris, who took first place in the 4x400 relay, and Tessa Ruder, who set a Notre Dame indoor record while winning the 1000 meters. Notre Dame’s other first place winner was their 4x880 relay team, which also set a university indoor record.

The University of Windsor fared well in the sprinting and field events Saturday. Sprin
ters Irena Girgis won the 400 meter dash and set a new Meyo Invitational record en route to her victory in the 200 meter dash. In the field events, Windsor athletes Giselle Poulin and Kelly Dinsmore took first in the long jump and triple jump, respectively. Tricia Joseph placed fifth in the long jump and third in the triple jump for the Fighting Irish.

Notre Dame competed fiercely with Western Michigan and the University of Michigan for dominance in the distance races. Western Michigan runner Jill Stimson won the 800 and set a Meyo Invitational record in the 1000 meter run, though she was trailed closely by Irish runner Emily Husted, who came in second and set a Notre Dame indoor record in the process.

Kristi Kramer placed second in the 8000 meter run behind unattached runner Cindy James, and Eva Flood took second in the mile run behind Illinois St. runner Heather Murphy.

“Our runners are starting to bring their times down,” said captain Lisa Gorski. “A lot of our runners had some really good performances today.”

The Notre Dame women’s track team will continue its indoor season this Friday in University Center.
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Room 201 LaFortune
Men’s, women’s fencing nearly perfect in only home meet

By KEVIN JANICKI
Sports Writer

In the only home meet of the year for the fencing squads Saturday, both the men and the women continued their winning ways by going 4-0 and 5-0 respectively.

The Irish men beat Case Western Reserve University 26-3, Cleveland State 23-5, Northwestern 18-9, and Ohio State 16-1. The four victories improved the men’s record to 18-1.

The women improved their record to 13-3 by defeating CWRU and CSU 14-2, Northwestern 13-3, and Lawrence 16-0. The women fell to the Buckeyes 12-4. The women also faced CWRU in the epee event, winning 10-6, and marking the first time in NCAA history that women have fenced competitively in the epee.

The following led the way for the men, proving that they are among the best teams in the Midwest, dominating the tough foil squads of Ohio State and Northwestern. Senior captain Jeff Piper was 10-6 on the day, improving his season record to 35-5, while junior Brian Girard was a solid 10-1.

The epee team fenced as we expected them to,” said men’s coach Mike Decoco. “They had a solid weekend, winning big against all four teams. They beat Northwestern and Ohio State handily, and that proves to me that we are one of the best teams in the Midwest.”

Jordan Maggio was one of the strong performers in the epee competition for the Irish.

The epee squad was also quite successful, thanks to an 8-1 performance by senior Per Johnsson and an 8-2 performance by junior captain Grzegorz Wozniak. Senior Brian Hajnik had a 7-12 mark, and Geoff Pechinsky will be outstanding. They are among the leaders in the Midwest,” said Decoco.

The sabre squad lost close matches to the powerful sabreminen of Northwestern and Ohio State, Chris Hajnik had a big day, fencing to a 12-3 mark, tying his season count to 41-17. A young group, the sabreminen showed their youth and inconsistency by beating strong eastern squads one week and then falling to the weaker midwestern elite the next week.

Usually a lack to qualify for the NCAAs, the Irish sabre team must finish the season strong to have post-season chances.

The women fenced well, although they showed us in ability to beat the top midwestern team by falling to Ohio State, 12-4. Their 13-2 record for the year marks the first time an Irish women’s has lost three times in one season since 1985. Freshman Claudette de Bruin went 3-1 against the Buckeyes.

Women’s hoop routs Duquesne for second straight win

Observer Staff Report

Hot shooting and a strong bench performance lifted the Notre Dame women’s basketball team to a 95-67 rout of Midwestern Collegiate Conference foe Duquesne Saturday.

The Irish, now 10-9 overall and 4-3 in the MWC, connected on 41 of 72 shots from the floor for a 55 percent clip on the way to their largest offensive output of the season.

Sareri Orlosky led the offensive barrage with 20 points, including 4 of 9 from three-point range. Kristin Knapp connected on 9 of 15 shots for 18 points and Letitia Bowen maneuvered inside for 13 points on 6 of 8 from the field.

Notre Dame raced to a 24-7 lead in the first 10 minutes of the game and Duquesne never made a serious run.

Bench support from Tosha Jones and Audrey Gomez played a big role in Notre Dame’s success. Jones filled in for Knapp with 14 points of her own inside, and Gomez dished out four assists to go along with eight points.

The emotional peak of the night came near the end of the game with walk-on Susan Atchinson connected on two three-pointers and added a free-throw for her first collegiate points.

Chris Sebastian scored 20 points to lead Duquesne and Erin Popovich added 16.

Notre Dame returns to action Thursday night when Xavier visits the Joyce Center. Earlier this season, the Irish handed the Musketeers a 64-58 loss.

Students’-manager applications & job descriptions for 1993-94 now available

PICK THEM UP AT THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES
APPLICATION DEADLINE IS FEBRUARY 19, 1993

SPRING BREAKS
LAST CHANCE!

TOLL FREE INFORMATION & RESERVATIONS
1-800-321-5911
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Today

Monday, February 8, 1993

SPELUNKER

O.K. THIS IS IT. TODAY, YOU WILL SEE HOW SMART YOUR PRESIDENT IS.

PLEASE YOGI!!!

I JUST WANT TO MAKE A HUMOROUS JOKE OR TWO, IS THAT THE PLAN?

DO IT, OR NEXT YEAR THE RUDOLPH CROCKETT CAMPAIGN WILL LAST TWO WEEKS IN STEEL OF ONE.

CALVIN AND HOBBES

WHO LOVED SNOWBALLS, PACKED WITH CARE, SMACK A HEAD THAT'S UNKNOWABLE?

THEN WITH FREEZING ICE TO SPARK AND SPEW THROUGH UNDERWEAR!

FLY STRAIGHT AND TRUE, HIT HARD AND SQUARE! THIS, OH SNOWBALLS, IS MY PRAYER.

I ONLY throw CONSPICUOUS SNOWBALLS.

CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1 Celebration
5 Fedora part
9 Caper
14 Truant G.l.
15 Hudson or Delaware
35 Down
19 Takes the bait
29 Rock-forming mineral
33 Happen again
35 Down
19 Takes the bait
29 Rock-forming mineral
33 Happen again

DOWN
1 Stares stupidly
2 Expect
3 Doone of fiction
4 Priest's garment
5 Tease gently
6 Old letters
7 Roman road
8 Speck
9 Joseph Kennedy, in Eng.
10 Some pollution causes
11 Symbolic post
12 Conception
13 Sac' vessel
14 Sesame Street grouch
22 Used a lubricant
24 Works the land
26 Some are Brady
27 Medicinal plant
28 Fume
29 Nourishment
30 Some are Brady
31 Medical plant
32 Fume
33 Gun
34 In any instance
35 Kiowas' associates
37 Cheer in Cordoba
38 Lady
39 Stabbed by a tusks
40 Wild plum
41 Masc. opposite
42 Astringents
43 Smooth and lustrous
44 Pelts-for-pelf people
45 Powerful
46 Beta Kappa
47 "... creature was..."
48 Nourishment
49 Roman official
50 Himalayan kingdom
51 Wee
52 Hitching
53 Recorded proceedings
54 Helen or Henry
55 Gemstone
56 Coty or Cassin
57 Sandra or Frances
58 Orange-yellow
59 Recordings
60 Calumet
61 Part of r.p.m.
62 Off. worker
63 Kick in a poker chip
64 Ardor
65 Palatable
66 Snicker look
67 Depand
68 Obj.
69 Times
70 Etna
71 "... creature was..."

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

ROLE CLARE CHAIR
AUDILO MONE GORE
AATONOKRRED
MERTIS HUSTEDAY
ALOE SATE DIO
GODBEEKEO MAE
MILDINER CONTA
MELLER SODDER
UPNOONKITHSOT
UGNE SPOU tYNA
HEAR THEIR MESS

CAMPUS

Monday
7 p.m. Film: "Rumble Fish," Kemper Auditorium.
9 p.m. Film: "Avant-Garde Movies," Kemper Auditorium.

Notre Dame
Chicken Teriyaki
Mushroom Julienne
Top Round of Beef

Saint Mary's
Grill Bar
Pasta Bar
Pork Spare Ribs
Chicken Breast with Mushroom Sauce
Arthur Ashe's greatness came on and off the court

Every year, Arthur Ashe would rise to the top of the sports world and then transcend it, making his mark not only on the court, but off it. On Saturday, the world lost such a person when Arthur Ashe died of AIDS-related pneumonia in a New York City hospital.

Those who have seen Ashe play tennis may not realize the great skill and dedication he showed in the tennis court, but anyone who saw Ashe speak can admire him for his great intelligence and eloquence.

My lasting memory of Ashe comes from an interview he gave with Roy Finestone on ESPN last fall. Not only did Ashe have a great intellectual capacity, but it was obvious that he put great care into his thoughts and expressed them with an articulateness rare in athletes.

He wasn't satisfied with merely talking about issues, though. He also felt a strong urge to act on his convictions. Ashe funded tennis camps and programs for inner-city youths who otherwise might never get exposed to tennis.

In 1970, Ashe was prominent in getting South Africa banned from the Davis Cup because of that country's apartheid policies, and he also has written a three-volume work on the history of black athletes.

Ashe himself was one of those history-making black athletes. He was the first and only black man to win the Wimbledon championship and the U.S. Open. He was ranked number one in 1968 and 1975, the year he beat Jimmy Connors in the Wimbledon final.

But in 1979 a heart attack forced Ashe, then 36, to have the first of two open-heart surgeries. It is believed that he contracted the AIDS during the second operation.

He managed to keep his illness a secret for several years until an overtime story and pretentious news reporter threatened to run a story on it, prompting Ashe to acknowledge publicly his disease.

Characteristically, Ashe kept up his busy schedule, no matter the movement in public-interest affairs, focusing on AIDS.

He gave a speech on AIDS in front of the United Nations General Assembly in 1992, and joined the boards of AIDS institutes at Harvard and UCLA.

The full effect of the impact Ashe has had on his game and his world has been evident since his death Saturday. He is mourned not only by fellow athletes and sports fans, but by the entire country, including the President of the United States.

In a fitting final gesture to the athlete who had such a great influence of any sport figure in recent memory, the body of Arthur Ashe will lie at rest in Richmond, Va., his hometown.

For some time before the sports world, and indeed the whole world, sees another man the equal of Arthur Ashe.